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A parallel
algorithm
for determining
the mass properties
of objects
represented
in the Constructive
Solid Geometry
(CSG) scheme that uses polygons
as primitives
is presented.
The algorithm
exploits
the fact that integration
of local information
around
the vertices
of the evaluated
polygon
is
sufficient
for the determination
of its mass properties,
i.e.,
determination
of the edges and the complete
topology
of
the evaluated
polygon
is not necessary.
This reduces interprocessor communication
and makes it suitable
for parallel
processing.
The algorithm
uses data parallelism,
spatial partitioning
and parallel sorting for parallelization.
Tuple-sets on which
simple operations
have to be performed
are identified.
The
elements of tuple-sets
are distributed
among the processors
for parallelization.
The uniform
grid spatial
partitioning
technique
is used generate
sub-problems
that can be done
in parallel
and to reduce the cardinality
of some of the tuplesets generated
in the algorithm.
Parallel
sorting
is used to
sort the tuple-sets
between
the data-parallel
phases of the
algorithm.
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Data Parallelism

Most graphics
and geometric
applications
that justify
parallelization
deal with a large number
of objects
on which
many common
operations
are performed.
It is natural
to
attempt
parallelization
of these algorithms
by dktributing
the vertices, edges, faces, or complete
objects among the processors. In order to use this data partitioning
technique,
the
attributes
of the tupie-sets on which the algorithm
can operate have to be identified.
For example,
a set of (ceil, edge)
tuples form a t uple-set.
Each element of the tuple-set
is defined by a set of attributes.
The attributes
for the above
example are cell and edge. The number of attributes
needed
to describe a tuple is its arit~. The number
of tuples in the
tuple-set
is its cardinalit~
or size. For parallelization,
the
elements of the tuple-sets
are distributed
among the proces-
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3. Local

ages. Due to the complementary
nature of the two schemes
it is often necessary to convert
between the two. This process is commonly
known as representation
conversion.
Lee and Requicha
[9] have presented
sequential
algorithms,
based on regular ‘and recursive
cellular
subdivision,
for approximate
evaluation
of integral
properties
of solids
Lien and Kajiya
[10] give a
defined
in the CSG scheme.
symbolic
method
for calculating
the integral
properties
of
arbitrary
nonconvex
polyhedra.
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Our algorithms
niques:

The Constructive
Solid Geometry
(CSG) and Boundary
Representation
(B-rep) schemes are used in conjunction
to represent solid models because of their complementary
functionalities.
The CSG scheme is an intuitive
way of s@hesizing
complicated
solids, while the B-rep scheme is more suitable
for ana/yzing a solid’s mass properties
and for generating
im-
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Introduction

“Now

Parallel

Since speed is important
in these interactive
applications,
a fast and practical
parallel
algorithm
for this problem
will
be useful. We present new sequential
and parallel algorithms
for answering
some of the commonly
encountered
queries,
such as the determination
of area and perimeter,
on polygonal objects stored in the CSG representation
scheme. An
extension
of these ideaa to the polyhedral
domain
is also
addressed.
Implementations
of related
algorithms
on the
Sequent
Balance
21000 parallel
machine
have shown close
to linear speedup and the above algorithms
are expected to
show similar
performance.
Since the mass property
of a null CSG object
is zero,
our results can be used to perform
Null-Object-Detection
(NOD)
without
complete
representation
conversion.
This
result can be extended
to Same-Object-Detection
(SOD) as
the two CSG objects can be subtracted
and the mass prop
erty of the result can be checked for nullity.

Abstract
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~SG

For complex
applications,
vertices,
edges, and faces are
not sufficient
attributes
for the tuple-sets,
and more complex
tuple-sets
which are necessary to solve the problem
have to

$1.50
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2. The uniformity
of the partitioning
makes the reduction of the cardinality
of tuple-sets
simple and fast. It
also makes the mapping
of sub-tasks
on to the processors easy and hardware
implementations
easier. When
more sophisticated
schemes such as quadtrees
and octrees are used [11, 19], distribution
of sub-tasks among
the processors
becomes more complicated.
The overhead for maintaining
the data structures
would also be
higher.
However,
such schemes may achieve a greater
cardinalit
y reduction.

be identified.
The arity, the attributes
themselves,
and the
cardinality
of the tuple-set
are dependent
on the problem
and the cost of inter-processor
communication
on the parallel machine.
Problems
with robustness
and the presence
of special cases due to coincident
geometric
entities
can increase the arity of the tuple-set
[14]. The use of tuple-sets
and data-parallelism
in our algorithm
is demonstrated
in
later sections.
From a practical
point
lowing
advantages:

of view,

this

technique

has the

fol-

3. Unlike
hierarchical
and adaptive
spatial
partitioning
schemes, the UGT is a single-level
spatial partitioning
scheme which uses a flat data structure
that exploits
the large memories
of modern
machines
and avoids
tree data structures
and indirect
references
through
pointers
to locate objects.
This helps in avoiding
log
factors
(due to tree traversals)
in the complexity
of
the algorithm.
In a parallel
processing
scenario, hierarchical schemes that use tree data structures
can also
introduce
bus congestion
if the leaf nodes have to be
accessed through
a common
root.

1. ease of implementation,
2. ease ofload-balancing

among

3. regular
memory
accesses
caching-mechanisms.
2.2

The

Uniform

Grid

the processors,

and

good

Technique

and

use of hardware

(UGT)

The unijorrn
grid [5] spatiaf subdivision
scheme divides the
extent of a geometric
scene uniformly
into many smaller subregions (cells) of identical
shape and volume.
The idea is to
exploit
the limited
spatial extent of individual
geometric
entities by inserting
them into the subdivision
and performing
subregion-wise
computations
on them, thereby
minimizing
global
computations.
This reduces the cardinality
of the
tuple-sets
in the average case and plays an important
role in
increasing
the efficiency
of the algorithm.
Note that the geometric
entities
are not split at the cell boundaries
and thus
this technique
is different
from many similar
techniques.
mechanism
The technique
is also a divide-and-conquer
because problems
of the same type but of smaller
size are
generated
for each sub-region.
The uniform
grid is also useful while searching
for geometric
entities
in particular
regions of a scene and hence is an indexing
scheme for locating objects.
For example, it improves
the average-case query
time for the point location
problem.
Applications
and algorithms developed
with this technique
are summarized
in [I].
According
to Asano
[2], the popularity
of bucketing
schemes similar
to the uniform
grid is because they often
outperform
theoretically
better
algorithms.
For example,
Pullar
[16] has experimentally
shown that
the sequential
version of the uniform
grid technique
for determining
the
intersections
between
a set of segments lying in the plane
is faster than the theoretically
better plane-sweep
technique
for

a variety

of data

complicated

data

cited

reason

the

as the
parallel

It

is

useful

when
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for

for

its

the

Grid

following

to

and

properties

practical

technique
geometric

Some

optimal
technique,

lems,

impose

of maintaining

plane-sweep

plane-sweep

and

sweep

overhead
the

used
a temporal

the

technique
uniform

Parallel
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techniques
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is even

that

make

in
less

it

a

such

as the

geometric

of computation

has many

Grid
advantages,

it has some

references for proper use of caching-mechanisms
to be considered.

processing:

many

grid

Uniform

densities
of the objects
reduce the ef2. Uneven spatial
ficiency
of the uniform
grid technique.
However,
experiments
with the sequential
segment intersection
algorithm
[15] have shown that
this is not as serious
a problem
as it appears from a theoretical
point of
view because in such situations
the added complexity
of building
an adaptive
or finer sub-division
for better
object resolution
competes
with the benefit
of such a
sub-division.
For better load-balancing
in the context
of parallel
computation,
contiguous
cells from dense
regions are allocated
to different
processors.
In such
situations,
both load-balancing
and locality
of memory

Processing
UGT

of the

1. In worst-case
situations,
when all geometric
entities
are concentrated
in a few grid cells, there is no appreciable reduction
in the cardinality
of the tuple-sets.

is

below,

Limitations

Though
the uniform
important
limitations:

grid.

parallel

for solving

the UGT preserves such adjacency.
This is important
in the context
of shared-memory
parallel
computers
because improper
use of caching-mechanisms
causes
severe degradation
of performance
[4].

the

technique

As argued

inefficiency.

compared

Uniform
the

The

domain

attractive

2.2.1

sets.

structure

4. The contimous
location
of the turdes and the absence
of pointer;
in the data structure
for the UGT increase
locality
of memory
references
and exploit
hardware
caching-mechanisms.
When objects
in adjacent
cells
in the spatial partitioning
interact,
it is useful to transform adjacency in space to adjacency in memory to improve memory
access patterns.
The data structure
for

have

plane-

3. In some applications

where separate data structures
are used for each grid cell, the memory requirements
of the uniform grid technique may be greater than that

probon

the objects,
e.g.,
by scan line.
The UGT
does not
impose one when none is strictly
necessary.
For example, computation
of intersections
within
the grid cells
can be done in any order. Therefore,
the uniform
grid
technique
is much simpler
to parallelize.

of other schemes.
However,
with the decreasing
cost
of memory,
this may not be a serious disadvantage.
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3: Proof

following

2.3.2

Mass

(~5,

~54, if5),

for 2-D Msss

notation

?ab is a vector

product
of the vectors
the vector ii, and I AB

@:fi23,

(~5,

Property

is used in the

Pa to Pb. d.;

from

Formulae

remainder

of the

represents

the dot

d and $. I d I represents
the norm of
I the length
of the line segment Al?.

Property

Formulae

for determining
are as follows.

some

of the

mass properties

i=n

Perimeter

=

‘~?i?’i

(1)

ial

on
N
i=cl

Consider
the local topology
tuples for the edge shown
AS
in Figure 3. Here, ~1 = P1”P2 and TQ = P2-P1 = -Pl.
shown below, the contribution
of these tuples to the formula
for the perimeter
is the length
of the edge. Therefore
the
sum over all the tuples gives the perimeter
of the polygon.

~3),

i=2

(P~,T~,,I?a),

(~4,L&,~I),

for a Polygon

o

is a unit vector normal to ?’, in the plane of the polygon
and
points towards
the face’s interior.
n denotes the number of
tuples needed to describe the polygon.
Figure
1 shows an example
of a vertex
and its neighborhood.
Figure
2 shows the representation
of a polygon
which haa non-manifold
conditions
by the following
set of
tuples.
local topology

(1%,2’b,N a),

Representation

set of (~, ~, ~)

P along an edge incident

from

to the other

Topology

“w
The formulae
of the polygon

is represented

&l&),

2: Local
A

P is a vertex and ~ = (P=, Pv) is the position vector
tuples.
of the vertex in a coordinate
system of which O is the origin.

{ (~,,

J!41
It5

Theory

A polygon

P4

m4

Scheme

data structure
for repreThe key idea of the local topology
senting a polygon
is that an integration
of local in~ormation
around its vertices is sufficient
to determine
its mass prop
erties. A tuple of local information
about a vertex includes
its coordinates,
the direction
of an edge incident
on it, and
the direction
of the inward
normal
to the edge, Formulae
for mass properties
and point classification
for polygons
and
polyhedra
have been given in [6]. In this paper we extend
this scheme for the evaluation
of mass properties
of CSG
objects.
In many CSG to B-Rep conversion
algorithms,
edges,
faces, and other higher dimensional
entities
like shells are
constructed
in the later stages from lower dimensional
entities. For example,
while finding
the union of two polygons,
the tentative
vertices of the resulting
polygon
can be determined first and the tentative
edges can be determined
next
by splitting
the edges of the primitives
at these vertices.
Since the local topology
representation
can be determined
as soon as all the intersections
among the primitives
have
been found,
the later phases of the representation
conversion process are not necessary when only mass properties
are needed.
From the point of view of parallel
processing,
elimination of the unnecessary
phases eliminates
the corresponding
inter-processor
communication
needed. Also, the data structure for the local topology
representation
scheme is simple
and can be stored in an unordered fashion among the processors. The absence of any strict order in the data structure
makes load balancing
among the processors easier.
2.3.1

,, F43

i?,

contribution

T56, if6),

=

‘~~,.~
i=l

}
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4: Examples

H

Point

P
A
B
c
D
E
F
G
H

J

Figure

Figure 4 shows some examples.
The case where the origin
is on the boundary
of the polygon
needs elaboration.
If the
origin is on an edge, then so = 2 (case F in Figure 4). If
the origin is on a vertex,
so can be O, 2, or 4 (cases H, E
and B) . The ambiguity
between
these cases and those of
the points being inside or outside the polygon
is resolved by

E
90

0
4

noting
that ~ will be zero for at least one (~, ~, N) tuple
in the polygon
if the origin is on a vertex.
Degenerate
caaes, such as when the origin is on an edge,
can cause problems.
To handle degeneracies,
we recommend
the Simulation
of Simplicity
technique
of Edelsbrunner
and
Mucke [3]. Conceptually,
this adds (c, C2) to the origin so
that it cannot be exactly
on any vertex, edge, or extended
edge. Epsilon
is an infinitesimal,
smaller
than any positive
real. For an explanation
of infinitesimals,
see Knuth
[8]. We
cannot
actually
add epsilon since it is not a representable
floating
point
number,
so we calculate
the effect that it
would have on any decisions.
Most of the formulae
presented
in this section can also
be derived by using Green’s theorem
in the plane, which we
recall here.

4
4
2
2
4

0

Classifications

=

IP,FI+IP2F]

=

I P;P,

I

For the area, the tuples for the edge shown in Figure
contribute
the signed area of AOPI Pz because their

3

Pdz+Qdy=/-(g-g)

/

i=2

contribution

‘~~$i~~?ifii

=

P, Q, ~,

;(IP,FI

XI OF I+

—
—

3P;P21XI

IP2FIX

and

~

are single-valued

IOF])

formed into a contour integral
and Q(x, y) such that

OFI

t3Q

8P

ax

Oy

———
The sum over all local topology
tuples is the sum of the
signed areaa of all such triangles.
This sum gives the area
of the polygon
[10].
The following
quantity
has to be computed
to classify
the point O with respect to (w.r.t.)
the polygon.

~C7(Pj=Ti=)C7(Fi

~ii)

(3)

izl

where

a is the sign function:

u(x)

=
{

If point

O is =
{

1
O
–1

ifx >0
ifx = o
if x <o

outside polygon
inside polygon
on boundary

then
then
then

after

can therefore

finding

= F(z,

functions

functions

in

be trans-

P(z7 V)

y)

The contour
integral
can be evaJuated
piecewise
over the
edges of the polygon.
Since y = $(x) for each edge P] P2, the
contour integral
simplifies
to G(Pz) –G(P1 ), where G(P) can
be computed
with information
in the local topology
tuples
for vertex P. In essence, the information
needed to evaluate
G(P) must —
be captured
in local topology
representation
for
the vertex P.
The above result can be used to derive local topology
based formulae
for determining
the center of gravity
and the
moments
of the polygon.
The point to note is that though
these formulae
are just a simple reorganization
of standard
formulae,
it is useful in the parallelization
of the evaluation
of the mass properties
of CS G trees and in eliminating
the
need for a complete
evaluation
of the boundary.

i=n
SO=

continuous

Ii? bounded
by a closed curve C.
The evaluation
of ~~~ F(x, y)dzdy

i=l

=

d.dy

c

so = O
so = 4
so = O, 2, OT,4

3
3.1

The above result is a direct
application
of the Jordan
Curve theorem
in which the ray is a vertical
one. Consider
the tuples for the edge PI P2 in Figure 3. These tuples contribute
a value of 2 if O is contained
within
the horizontal
projection
of the edge and is on the materiaJ
side of the
edge, a value of -2 if O is contained
within
the horizontal
projection
of the edge and is not on the material
side of the
edge, and a value of O if O is not contained
within
the horizontal
projection
of the edge. If O is vertically
below an
endpoint
of the horizontal
projection
of the edge, the contribution
is 1 instead
of 2 and -1 instead of -2. The sum of
these contributions
is the quantity
indicated
in the formula.

Mass
Input

Properties

of CSG

Trees

Specifications

The input to our algorithm
includes
the boundary
representations
of all the polygonal
primitives
of the CSG tree and
any convenient
representation
of the CSG tree. The edges of
the primitives
of the CSG tree can be given in any random
order, but they are oriented
such that the interior
of the
primitive
is to their right.
The orientation
of the edges is
used in the point in polygon
test described
later. The primitives can themselves
have multiple
components
and holes.
Non-manifold
conditions
do not pose any representational
problems
in this scheme.
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Outline

3.2

of Algorithm
Table

The

outline

for the algorithm

grid
1. Use the uniform
intersections
between
the CSG tree.
2. Determine
the local
uated object.

technique
to determine
all
the edges of the primitives

The

Detailed

topology

representation

Parallel

Computation

Partition

to determine

outlined

the points

Get-ptsmf-intersection

the scene into

out

the

G x G uniform

((cell,

edge, polggon)

above

in
m

orAt

on

in

in

in
in

out
on

on
?

The fineness G, of the uniform
grid is a function
of the
length of the edges in the primitives
of the CSG tree. Usually
is a good heuristic
for minimizing
the computaG = CL-l
tion time, where L is the average length of the edges of all
the primitives
and c is a tuning
constant.
The cells which an edge passes through
are determined
by using a variant
of Bresenham’s
raster line drawing
algorithm.
For this purpose,
the lower and left boundaries
of
a cell are included
in the cell. For improving
numerical
robustness, if an edge passes through
a grid corner it is entered
in all four cells adjacent
to the corner.
In order to handle cases of collinearity
and coincidence
in the input,
overlapping
collinear
edges and edges which
touch each other are considered
to intersect.
In order to avoid multiple
reporting
of the same intersection between a pair of edges going through
many adjacent
cells, the intersection
is reported
only if the point of intersection lies inside the cell in which the pair is tested. Since a
point-in-cell
test can be devised such that the point belongs
to only one cell, when the same pair of edges is checked for
intersection
in many cells, only one of them will report the
intersection.
Suppose two edges intersect
at a grid corner.
For robust
intersection
detection,
they are tested for intersection
in all
four grids cells incident
at the corner.
Otherwise,
there is a
possibility
of missing the intersection
because the computed
point of intersection
may lie in one of the other three cells,
due to limited
numerical
accuracies.
Cases where numerical
problems
could lead to incorrect
results are identified
in the intersection
phase and appropriate information
is stored in the intersection
tuples for use in
the determination
of the local topology
representation.

is

Points
of intersection

(Polygons

square

For each polygon
in CSG tree in parallel
For each edge in polygon
do
Determine
(cell, edge, polygon)
tuples;
end for
tuples to global
Add (cell, edge, polygon)
end parallel
for
/* sort by cell “/
Parallel-bucketsort

for A (J B

Classifications

of the eval-

Intersection

The algorithm
used for computing
in parallel
is described
below.
Procedure:
begin

in

Algorithm

The algorithm
resulting
from the strategy
described
in greater detail in this section.
3.3.1

A\B

the
of

on

3. Use the local topology
representation
mass properties
of the CSG object.
3.3

1: Combining

is as follows:

in Tree)

cells;

do

list

of tuples;

tuples);

For each cell in grid in parallel
do
pi) in cell do
For all pairs of tuples (e;, pk), (ej,
then
If k # Z and ei and ej intersect
begin
P, of ei and ej;
Get point of intersection,
If P is inside cell then
begin
If P is a vertex of e; or ej then
t-x - end point intersection;
else ts + mid point intersection;
then
If P is close to cell boundary
on-g e true;
else on..g ~ false;
Py,
t-x,
on-g);
Add tuple (ei, pk, ej, PI, p=,
end if
end if
end for
end parallel
for
end
Parallelization
is achieved
by distributing
the polygons
and the cells among the processors.
For the task of det ermintuples, good load balancing
can
ing the (cell, edge, polygon)
be achieved by distributing
the polygons
among the processors in a random
fashion.
To achieve better load balancing
for the parallel
computation
of the points of intersection
in
cases where the density of edges varies considerably
over the
cells and when certain
regions contain
a lot of edges, cells
that are spatially
adjacent
are given to different
processors.

3.3.2

Determination

of Local

Topology

At this point,
the locations
of the tentative
vertices in the
evaluated
polygon
have been determined.
To determine
the
local topology
representation,
it is necessary to determine
the vertices that lie on the evaluated
object
and the corresponding
edges incident
on them.
To determine
whether
a
vertex lies on the evaluated
object,
the classification
of the
vertex w.r.t. the CSG tree has to be obtained.
This requires
the classification
of the vertex w.r.t.
all the primitives
in
the CSG tree.
These classifications
then have to be combhied at the internal
nodes of the CSG tree. As shown in
Table 1, one of the problems
with combining
the classifications is that c9mbining
ON-ON
classifications
needs explicit
neighborhood
information.
Moreover,
determination
of the
vertices of the evaluated
object alone is not sufficient
to determine
its local topology
representation.
5
The following
simple
observations
(also see Figures
and 6) can be used to solve the above problems.
Observation
primitives
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1 A vertex
which

intersected

can

lie
to

ON

form

the

boundary

it.

Its

of only

classification

w.r. t. all

other

Observation
the

vertex

points)

B

and

cannot

primitives

is either

IN

or

OUT.

2 Points
which
are infinitesimally
close
to
lie in the wedges
around
the vertex
(wedge
lie ON any primitive
in the CSG tree.

Observation
3 The classification
of wedge points
which lie
wedges around
the vertex
changes
only w.r. t.
in consecutive
the primitive(s)
to which
the common
edge(s)
between
the
consecutive
wedges belong.
Observation
4 A vertex
will be ON the evaluated
ij the classification
w.r. t. the CSG tree of the points
wedges

around

the

vertex

are

not

all

object

in the

identical.

Observation
5 If the classifications
of point.
w.r.t.
the CSG
tree in the radially
adjacent
wedges
around
a vertex
are different,
the edge that is common
to the two wedges lies orI the
boundary
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IN
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object.

Procedure:
Get-local_topology
(Intersection
tuples)
begin
For each cell in grid in parallel
do
begin
Sort (ei,pk, ej, p~, z, y,t~,
false)
tuples by the z and Y;
For each set of tuples whose intersection
points (z, V)
are closer than c do
(z, y);
Let V be the vertex at location
Sort (ei, p~, ej, p[, t.z, .fai~.) tuples radially
around V;
Classify V with all primitives
not intersecting
at V;
Create wedges around V;
For each wedge
around V do
Classify
wedge pt. w.r,t.
primitives
intersecting
at
v;
Deduce wedge pt. classification
w.r.t. primitives
not
intersecting
at V;
Evaluate
wedge pt. classification
with tree;
end for
For each wedge
around V do

I

Point

1-

of the

P3

Edge

pl
p2
p3
p4
p5

Wedges

B)-C

p2

p4

of A

(Au

~1

p5

Edge

C

evaluated

The use of the above observations
removes the ON-ON
ambiguity
(see Table 1) and also allows the determination
of the local topology
representation
of the evaluated
polygon.
Figure
5 shows an example
where primitives
A, B,
and C intersect.
The wedges at this intersection
in the final object corresponding
to different
Boolean operations
on
these primitives
are also shown.
Figure 6 shows the wedge
points for the intersection
in Figure S. The classifications
of
the wedge points w.r.t. the primitives
A, B, and C are also
shown. Note that no wedge point lies on any primitive.
Before the following
procedure
to determine
the local
topology
representation
is invoked,
tuples corresponding
to
the vertices of the primitives
are also added to the approThe
priates cell’s list of (ei, pk, ej, p[, z, y, t-z, on_g) tuples.
computations
in the procedure
are done in parallel
on a cellwise basis after the following
adjustment.
Consider
scenarios. in which more than two edges intersect
at a grid line or
corner (detected
by checking the on_g variable for the intersection).
In these cases, due to limited
numerical
accuracies,
all the intersections
at these vertices may not be reported
in
the same cell. This implies that tuples corresponding
to the
same intersection
may not be handled together
since computations
are done independently
in the cells. This can cause
incorrect
wedges in the result
and therefore
tuples whose
together
and the core of
on-g variable
is true are gathered
the procedure
is invoked
on them separately.

NULL

B)u

oj the

B)-C

IN

I

O1}T
OUT
OUT
IN

for Wedge

Points
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else Mark P as inside polygon;
end
edge, 1=) tuples do
For each polygon
not in (polygon,
Mark P as outside polygon;
—
end for
end
The ray will intersect
only a few cells and in the average
case the uniform
grid ensures that it intersects
only a small
fraction
of the primitives.
If the ray intersects
a primitive,
it can be classified
with the orientation
of the first edge of
the primitive
to intersect
it. If the ray does not intersect
an
edge’ of a primitive,
the point is outside that primitive.
So a
single ray is used to classify the point with all the primitives.

/
........ ....... k
PI

r 3........... .......... .. ........ ... ..... ...

Figure

7: Point

Classification

with

Polygons
3.3.3

If classification
of wedge point and classification
of
next wedge point are different
then
begin
Get direction
of edge between wedges;
Add local topology
tuple for V;
end if
end for
end for
end parallel
for
end
Vertices that are separated
by a distance less than c are
treated as identical
vertices.
c is a small constant
that is determined
experiment
ally. As shown in Figure 6, the classification of the wedge points w. r.t. the primitives
intersecting
at the vertex is determined
from the circular
ordering
of the
edges around the vertex.
From observation
3 it follows that
the wedge points need not be classified
individually
with a
point in polygon
test w.r.t.
all the primitives
that did not
intersect
at the vertex; instead classification
of the vertex is
sufficient.
The classification
of wedge points w.r.t. the CSG tree is
done by combining
the classifications
recursively
as shown
in Table 1. Figure 7 shows the point w.r.t.
primitive
classification
procedure.
The pseudo-code
for the test is shown
below.
Procedure:
begin

Classify.pt

.with_polygons

(P,

Parallel

Evaluation

of Formulae

Once the local topology
representation
of the polygon
is
available,
the evaluation
of the mass properties
using the
formulae
in Section 2.3.2 can be easily parallelized
because
they involve a sum of simple functions.
In a tightly
coupled
multiprocessor
(sharing
common
memory
through
a bus)
each mocessor
can comrmte
some of the necessarv calculaprefix
tions “which can then be-summed
up using the par~llel
algorithm.
In a Single-Instruction-Multiple-Data
(SIMD)
machine
with many node processors,
the local topology
tuple can be stored in the node processors which compute
the
desired information
w.r.t.
that vertex.
The host processor
then gathers the results of the computations
performed
by
the nodes by using the broadcimt
graph used to dispatch
the
data to the node processors.
The regular
communication
pattern
between the nodes and the host, and the absence of
any inter-node
communication
are some of the advantages
of this scheme.
3.4

Accuracy

Some methods
to increase
the robustness
of computation
were presented
in the algorithm.
The criterion
for determining
special cases, such as an intersection
being close to
a cell boundary
is less strict than for checking whether
two
intersections
are coincident,
i.e., a larger c is used to check
closeness to a cell boundary
than the one used to group intersections
together.
This is done to be on the conservative
side so that incorrect
topologies
in the output
are avoided,
since incorrect
topologies
can reduce the accuracy of the results drastically.
The error introduced
by grouping
vertices closer than c is

Polygons)

Determine
cells intersected
by ray from P in +Z direction;
For each cell in ray’s path do
For each edge in cell do
If ray passes through
vertex of edge then
Perturb
ray in -y direction;
If ray intersects
interior
of edge then
begin
I.;
Determine
x coordinate
of point of intersection
Add
(polygon,
edge, 1=) to list of such tuples;

now analyzed.

Let ~~ = ~i+d”P,

be the local

topology

tuples

due to e~rors in computation.
“Note that the ‘N aid T-are
not affected by this process as these vectors are derived from
1< 26, where c is the tolerance
the input
primitives.
( d}
to check whether
two vertices
are .coinSident.
The effect
= ~~~~
on perimeter
is dPerimeter
dpi
~ ~i.
Thus the
error in the perimeter
is linear in the error introduced
in
the computation.
Similarly,
the error in the area is also
linear.

end if
end for
end for

3.5

minor key I= “/
/’ major key polygon,
edge, 1=) tuples;
Sort (pol~gon,

Algorithm

Complexity

and

Implementation

Let p be the number
of processors used, Ni. the number of
non-leaf nodes in the CSG tree, NP the number of primitives
or leaf nodes in the CSG tree, n the total number of edges in
all the primitives,
and k the number of intersections
between
the edges of the primitives.
Usually
in the CSG domain

edge, Is) tuples do
For each polygon
in (poiggon,
edge, 1.) tuple for pOIYgOn;
Get first (polygon,
edge then
If P is to left of the oriented
Mark P as outside the polygon;
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n =

0( lVP).

Also

when

every

interior

node

has only

two

children,
NP = Nira + 1.
We derive the worst-case
sequential
complexity
first in
the absence of the uniform
grid.
The intersection
process
can take 0(n2 ) time as k can be n2. Sorting
the k intersecThe O(k) point
tions takes O(k log k) = 0(n2 log n) time.
classifications
against
all the primitives
takes O(NP) time.
Combining
the O(k) classifications
at the interior
nodes of
the CSG tree takes O(Nin) time as each combination
can be
done in constant
time.
The complexities
of the local topol-

B

ogy representation
and the related formulae
are linear in the
size of the result and is thus O(n2 ). Using the above relations, the worst-case
sequential
complexity
of the algorithm
is thus 0(n3).
Experience
with practical
implementations
of geometric
algorithms
shows that worst case complexity
results provide
litte information
on the expected performance.
In the average case, the uniform
grid will determine
the intersections
in O(n) time [15] and will also ensure that only a constant
number
of edges of the primitives
intersect
the ray for the
point classification
test. Thus a more reasonable
estimate
of
the expected complexity
of the complete
algorithm
is O(n2 ).
The practicality
of the techniques
for parallelization
discussed in Section 2 h=” been shown in [14]. An implementation
of the polygon
intersection
algorithm
on the Sequent
Balance
21OOO shows linear
speedup
[14]. Thus the intersection phase of the mass property
determination
algorithm
will also show linear speedup.
The classification
of wedge
points and the evaluation
of the formulae
are also expected
to show linear speedup because good load balancing
can be
achieved for these phases.
4

Extension

4.1

to

3-D

N

/

/

Figure

8: Representation

D (O, O

for a Polyhedron

23
C(,

A (O, o, o)

Figure

Polyhedra

Vertex

9: Local

l,o)

E

B (1, O, O)

Topology

Representation

for a Cube

as follows.

Formulae
(4)

In this section we show how the ideas presented
so far can
be extended
to the polyhedral
domain.
P is a vertex and
# = (P=, PM, P.) is the position
ordinate
vector

system
from

P along

~, in the plane
and pointing

of which

vector

an edge.

T is a unit

N is a unit

of a face adjacent

towards

of the vertex

O is the origin.

the face’s

to both
interior.

vector

in a cotangent

normal

to

P and the edge,
B is a unit

vector

normal to both ~ and N, which makes it normal to the face
plane, and pointing
towards the interior
of the polyhedron.
n is the total number of tuples needed to represent the polyhedron.
Figure 8 shows the representation
of a polyhedron
vertex.
The polyhedron
is represented
by a set of {(~, ~, N, fi)}
tuples,
where there is one element
for each occurrence
of
an adjacency
of a vertex,
edge, and face. For the cube in
Figure 9 there are six elements per vertex, or 48 in all. The

The proofs for
ilar to the ones
makes use of the
central
projection
the cones defined

six (P, T, N, 8) tuples for vertex X(O, O, O) are
((0,0,0), (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1)), ((%0,0), (1,0,0)! (0!0,1)!

(0!1!0))!

ples ~ oB is the same and
the cone. Hence

((0,0,0),
((0,0,0),

(0,1,0)),
(1,0,0)).

(0,1,0), (1,%0), (0,0,1)),
(WV),
(1,0,0), (O,l!:)):

For example,

the first

((00,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1),
((~)o,o)? (O,%l):(O,}!O

(~, T, N, B) tuple

the formulae
for length and area are simfor polygons.
The proof for the volume
fact that it can be evaluated
by taking a
and adding
appropriate
contributions
of
by the faces of the object with respect to

the center of projection
O. Consider
the (~, ~, N, A) tuples
corresponding
to a face of the polyhedron.
For all these tu-

contribution

=

is (A, Al?, a normal

into the face, a normal
to A-B in the plane ABE pointing
into the cube).
to the plane ABE pointing
Some of the mass property
formulae
for a polyhedron
are

=
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I ~ . B I is equal

to the height

of

4.2

n

Algorithm

We now briefly
present
an algorithm
for evaluating
mass
properties
of polyhedral
CSG objects.
The first task is to
intersect
the faces of the polyhedra
and to determine
the
lines of intersection
(cut-lines)
between the faces. The intersection determination
phase of our 3-D uniform
grid based
parallel
algorithm
for Boolean
operations
on polyhedra
[14]
can be used for this purpose.
As in the 2-D case, once the cut-lines
have been determined,
the local topology
represent ation for the evaluated
CSG tree is created,
For this purpose,
the vertices,
edges
incident
at these vertices,
and the faces around
the edges
have to be determined.
The set of endpoints
of the cutlines and vertices in the primitives
of the CSG tree is the
tent ative set of vertices
in the evaluated
object.
The set
of cut-lines
and unintersected
edges of the primitives
is the
set of tentative
edges in the evaluated
object,
The cut-lines
are sorted so that all faces intersecting
at a particular
cutline are available
together
for consideration.
All the faces
intersecting
at a tentative
edge are sorted radially
around
the edge. To determine
the normals
of the faces around the
edges of the resulting
object,
points in the dihedral
wedges
around the tentative
edges in the evaluated
object are classified w.r.t. the CSG tree. To determine
which faces to include, observations
similar
to the ones for 2-D apply. Point
classification
with primitives
is done by a 3-D version of the
2-D algorithm,
The local topology
representation
can now
be created and the mass properties
evaluated.
Thus, evaluation of the complete
topology
of the evaluated
polyhedron
is avoided for mass property
calculation.
A face in the result
need not even know all the edges on it.
Parallelization
is achieved by distributing
the faces, cutlines, cells, etc.
among the processors.
An implement
tion of our parallel
algorithm
on the Sequent Balance 21OOO
for determining
Boolean
combinations
of polyhedra
shows

Figure

5.1

5.2

Point

Classification

Analysis

of Our

Approach

Lee and Requicha
[9] combined
the use of spatial
subdivision schemes and the Monte Carlo technique
for determining integral
properties
of CSG objects
approximately.
The
contributions
from the individual
cells that were inside the
CSG object were summed
to yield the integral
properties.
In contrast,
the formulae
for mass properties
that were presented in this paper are symbolic
and hence the accuracy
of the result is dependent
on the arithmetic
precision
available on the computer.
Greater accuracy is available
in their
approach
at the expense of both computer
time and space.
Their technique
is likely to become progressively
more susceptible
to numerical
errors in point classification
as the resolution
of the cellular
approximation
is increased
to obtain
greater accuracy,
The complexities
of their algorithms
depend on the square and cube of the resolution.
In contrast,
the complexity
of our algorithm
depends on the number of
intersections
between the primitives,
For coarse resolutions,
their algorithm
may be faster if parallelized,
but when accuracy requirements
are increased,
our algorithm
is likely to
perform
better.
Our algorithm
can be used to evaluate surface properties
of the CSG object such aa the surface area,
which would be difficult
in their approach.
However,
their
techniques
are easier to modify
for handling
curved polyhedra.
As with some of the algorithms
in [9], an advantage
of
our method
over traditional
complete
boundary
evaluation
schemes is that it does not need an edge w. r.t. polygon clsasifier with explicit
neighborhood
information
and can manage
with a simpler
point w,r. t. polygon
or polyhedron
classifier
wit bout explicit
neighborhood
information.
The algorithm
presented
can be used to handle dynamic
Lmcrtion
of objects into the CSG tree. The points of intersections of the new object with the other primitives,
and the
subtrees which get modified
as a result of insertion
are the
only factors to affect the mass property
of the new evaluated

Discussion
Acceleration

of CSG

At a more theoretical
level, as indicated
in [13], the techniques for parallel
tree contraction
(evaluating
an arithmetic
expression
tree) given by Miller
and Reif in [12] can be used
for the parallel
evaluation
of a CSG tree whose primitives
store Boolean
values of O or 1, Goodrich
haa also independently explored
the application
of the above ideas to boundary evaluation
of CSG trees in [7]. This approach
would be
practical
when a large number
of processors is available.

close to linear
speedup.
Therefore
the first phase of the
mass property
algorithm
will show good speedup.
For the
speedup of the remaining
phases of the algorithm,
arguments
similar
to those for the 2-D analysis given in Section 3.5 apply.
5

10: Optimization

Techniques

In an implementation
many optimizations
are possible.
For
example,
at a union node it is not necessary to claasify the
point w.r.t. the right sub-tree
of the node if the point lies
inside the object
represented
by the left sub-tree.
Similar
optimizations
can be done at other types of nodes.
Furthermore,
it may not be necessary
to evaluate
the
complete
tree for each of the wedge points around a vertex.
The classification
of all the wedge points
around
a vertex
w .r.t. a subt ree will be identical
if the leaves of the subtree do not include the primitives
intersecting
at the vertex.
Consider
the vertex shown in Figure 5 where the primitives
A, B, and C intersect.
Figure
10 shows subtrees
(enclosed
in the boxes) whose leaves do not include
the primitives
A,
B, and C. In an implementation,
this can be done by storing
the list of a node’s children
at the node,
to
be Av.etigate.d
whether
our ideaa can be
It rexna.ins
combined
with
the
active-zone
technique
proposed
by
Rossignac
and Voelcker
[18] for accelerating
CSG computations.
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[8] D.

object.
The uniform
grid and the 10CSJ topology
scheme are
well suited for this computation.
The advantage
of flat non-incremental
evaluation
[ii’] of
the CSG tree and the consequential
parallelism
derived from
it has to be compared
with the additional
work performed
in
computing
unnecessary
intersections
which an incremental
evaluation
algorithm
would
avoid.
In addition
to applicability
of the local topology
technique,
an advantage
of nonincremental
evaluation
is that if the interior
nodes of the
CSG tree are modified,
the mass properties
of the new tree
can be evaluated
by simply
re-evaluating
the classifications
of the wedge points.
6
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